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Introduction 

The premise of the book is to provide a comprehensive review of the field for a general 

audience (e.g., public advocates, educators, parents). The book will discuss and review 

empirical literature on the changes occurring involving cyberbullying over the last 15 

years; current trajectories (e.g., laws, percentages, suicide-related rates); and identify 

individual characteristics that limit perpetration or put individuals at more risk as bullies 

as well as victims (e.g., self-esteem, posting more, sharing passwords, racially-charged 

messages, etc.). Other proposed chapters will also discuss prevention methods, guidance 

for parents and educators, review of preventative programs and/or use and application of 

theoretical frameworks and models to help identify key factors among cyberbullies and 

cybervictims. Other relevant topics are welcome for proposal. 

 

Submission Procedure 

Book chapter proposals should be submitted by May 1, 2020. Working themes or 

concepts may be communicated via email with the editor to help create content for a 

robust chapter. Proposals and working concepts should be sent directly to 

timothy.oblad@tamuk.edu use the subject heading Book Chapter Proposal. Once 

proposals are accepted, contributing authors will be provided with sample works, 

reference style guide, labeling instructions and a copyright form.  

Full submission of the chapter is due on August 1, 2020 also submitted via email to 

editor. 

 

Please feel free to extend this invitation letter on our behalf to your esteemed and 

recommended colleague(s) active in this field of research. 

For questions or more information, feel free to contact the editor(s): 

 

Dr. Timothy Oblad 

Texas A&M University-Kingsville 

Dept of Psychology & Sociology 

Human Devpt & Family Studies 

o.361.593.2206 
 

To learn more about Nova and their recently published book(s), please visit About Us 

section on our website.  

For further information regarding the abstract and chapter details please see our detailed notes for 

contributors.  
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